WELCOME TO THE
LEXIS+™ EXPERIENCE

Introducing superior legal research, data-driven insights, and
practical guidance—working all together now to deliver results.

ANSWER LEGAL QUESTIONS
Resolve issues quickly and confidently via
the most simplified search experience.

Experience Legal Research
Search the Largest Collection

Access the Fastest Results

Leverage 14% more federal case law, 8% more state case

With Lexis+, cases are online faster 72% of the time,

law, 28% more state trial orders, 248% more briefs and

complete with data-driven insights from Ravel View and

pleadings, 40K+ news sources, 700M+ company profiles

more, so you can instantly see the citing relationships

and documents, and secondary sources and practical

between both landmark and connected cases, spot

guidance across 20+ practice areas, with insights from

trends in your specific jurisdiction, and zero in on the

over 1,200 practitioners and 99 of the Am Law 100 firms.

strongest support for your specific matter.

*Based on information available as of August 2019.

*Based on information available as of January 2020.

Find the Best Authority
Cite the best authority for a point of law with the trusted first choice of attorneys and courts—only Shepard’s®, the
most comprehensive editorial analysis, shows both negative treatments and true positive treatments from subsequent
citing cases, with more nuanced analysis from experienced attorneys and updates every 15 minutes.

Identify Cases at Risk of Being Overruled
Ensure you are citing the strongest and most accurate authority for a point of law with unprecedented visibility into
whether a case is at risk of being overruled or undermined.
Shepard’s® At Risk

•

Instantly view which points of law within the case

•

Easily assess the impact of the negative treatment

have been negatively treated by other decisions in

and the degree of risk to the case and related

the same jurisdiction.

points of law.

Review Changes in the Law or Legislative Intent

Code Compare

Stay updated on the law and legislative intent, statutory
changes over time, and whether laws are becoming more
or less restrictive by quickly comparing any two versions
of a statute section side-by-side.

•

Access complete coverage with current effective,
future effective and archival versions dating back to
the early 1990s.

•

Save time with an overview of total changes to the
text, or get up to speed on detailed changes to the
statutory language.

Get Answers to Your Legal Questions
Resolve legal questions with ease by locating the answers
directly within the document where the answer is found.

Lexis Answers®

•

Simply search any natural language legal question to
find the most relevant answer and document.

•

Discover citable authority efficiently, without having
to search for and read lengthy documents.

Preview the Best Cases for Your Issue
Find relevant resources faster by reviewing search term
patterns and the largest concentration of your terms—
across all major content types—within the results list and
in each full document.
Search Term Maps

•

Spot key clusters of your search terms to readily
navigate to the most relevant passages.

•

Easily identify useful documents and passages
without leaving the results list.

Customize Your Search Experience
Leverage first-of-its-kind search data visualization for complete control over your legal research.

Missing & Must Include

•

View which search terms are missing from a document

Search Tree

•

Understand why certain terms are missing from the

in the results set without opening a single document,

results set so you can change your search strategy

and rerun the search with your must-have terms.

and select the requisite terms to refresh the results
set with those terms.

APPLY LEGAL STRATEGY
Leverage targeted recommendations and
data-driven insights from the leading analytics.

Experience Brief Analysis on Lexis+
Find Support for Your Strategy
Review targeted research recommendations and
discover similar briefs to use as model documents or
for additional language to support your arguments—all
based on the citation patterns and legal concepts found
in your documents.

Develop the Strongest Arguments
Find relevant case recommendations to support
arguments in a brief or memo, see how others have
structured similar arguments successfully, and review an
opponent’s document to find weaknesses and holes.

Finalize Your Legal Research
Start a new brief or analyze a prior brief by finding
updated citations with newer or stronger authority,
double-check thoroughly researched briefs to verify
nothing is missed or overlooked, and validate citations in
your documents.

Discover Data-Driven Guidance
Formulate better case strategies and advise on risks and
trends with analytics-enhanced practice resources.

•

Assess litigation trends, common case outcomes,

•

Accomplish key tasks in federal or state court litigation

and damage amounts via custom data analytics and

with real-world data, legal language analytics, and

compelling visualizations as you complete legal tasks.

expert insights—all in one view for the first time ever.

Identify Citing Patterns & Trends
Leverage data visualizations to identify citing patterns
and trends across time and jurisdictions.
Ravel View

•

Find relevant cases faster and determine which cases
work together to best support your strategy.

•

Review the opinions judges cite most, uncover
overlooked cases, and identify key citing relationships.

Evaluate the Potential Impact of a Bill
Forecast which bills are likely to pass and get ahead on the
latest legislative and regulatory developments.

Legislative Outlook

•

Determine the probability of passage or failure for
each future stage in the legislative process.

•

Anticipate hurdles and develop your strategy with
relevant session schedules and partisan information.

Review Judges and Expert Witnesses
Make better strategy decisions with exclusive data-driven insights for expert witnesses and judges.

Judge Cards

•

Review your assigned judge’s background,
recent and noteworthy cases, frequently cited
cases, and more.

Expert Witness Cards

•

Compare experts to determine the best fit for your
matter with visibility into prior testimonies and cases.

ACCOMPLISH LEGAL TASKS
Complete work efficiently and effectively
with exclusive practice resources and tools.

Experience Practical Guidance on Lexis+
Search More Practice Areas

Review Top Resources

Develop critical legal know-how to accomplish the most

With content from over 1,200 attorney authors and

complex tasks, including those outside your primary area

99 of the Am Law 100 firms, enjoy the confidence that

of expertise, with over 20 dedicated and comprehensive

comes with unlimited access to tried-and-true materials,

practice areas featuring 4 exclusives and 5 more than the

guidance from industry leaders, and deep expertise in

closest competitor.

your specific issue every time.

*Based on information available as of April 2020.

*Based on information available as of August 2020.

Leverage Leading Insights
Complete your work faster than ever with first-of-its-kind
data-driven practical guidance, featuring insights and
analytics from Context and more, so you can accomplish
tasks and finalize your strategy, all in one.

Access Practice Resources for All Issues
Select the most relevant practical guidance that best addresses the matters on your desk today, from practice notes
with step-by-step instructions, to checklists covering key issues to consider.

•

View practical guidance by industry for specialized
resources from experts in a particular field.

•

Stay updated on legal practice in your area—or a
new area—with jurisdiction-specific guidance.

Quickly Compare Laws and Guidance
Review laws and practical guidance across multiple states
for a variety of practice areas and topics.

State Law Comparison Tool

•

Drill down to the specific questions you want
answered, across any number of jurisdictions.

•

Download your customized report in the format that
works best for your workflows.

Draft Legal Documents in Less Time
Negotiate and draft documents with ease via form building tools and Market Standards deal point analytics.

Smart Forms

•

Save time and reduce the risk of errors

Market Standards

•

Search, compare, and analyze publicly filed

by building your document with the

transactions with access to over 33k deals (6x more),

Smart Forms questionnaire.

150 deal points (2x more detail), and SEC updates
within 48 hours (3x faster).

Stay Updated on Legal Developments
Follow emerging issues impacting your practice with exclusive Law360 content and the latest guidance.

Law360

•

Evolving Guidance

Be informed when breaking news happens, monitor
trends, and apply new developments to practice.

•

Respond to developments quickly with related practice
notes, forms and more, from industry experts.

Experience a new era in legal research.

Experience Lexis+™
LexisNexis.com/LexisPlus
Contact your LexisNexis® representative for more information.
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